What is the Green Kids Club
and what do we do?
Green Kids Club focuses on spreading the
word about environmental issues relating to
people and animals through storytelling.
We do this by working with conservation
groups such as Elephants Without Borders,
Saving the Survivor, Blood Lions, and writing
children’s books related to environmental
issues they are experiencing.
After publishing a book with one of these
conservation groups, we donate part of our
proceeds to their organization.

What is the Green Kids Club
and what do we do?
We also promote the story and issue through
social media and classroom experiences
(virtual or actual).
Often our books are given to children around
the world to educate them about animals and
their environment (we do this through our
non-profit arm – Love the Wild Foundation).
We hope the work we do will make a
difference in this world and its animals!

Environmental Heroes

Environmental Heroes Series are stories about animals
and their survival. The stories take children on
adventures that will help them understand
more about the natural world.

Grizzly 399
Environmental Heroes Series

Grizzly 399’s Hibernation Pandemonium
Environmental Heroes Series

Grizzly 399’s Hibernation Pandemonium
ISBN:
9781955023986 PB, 9781955023979 HB
52 full-color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-8
Grizzly 399 is a well-known bear in North America. At age twentyfour—a ripe old age for a grizzly—she was thought to be too old to
produce more offspring. But in the spring of 2020, she emerged from
her den with four beautiful baby cubs. This story is an imaginary tale
of what might happen in the bear family’s first year of hibernating.

Lexile Score: 580
Word Count: 1236

Grizzly 399 and Her Four Hungry Cubs
ISBN:
9781955023764 PB, 97819550 23757 HB
48 full-color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-8
Time has moved on, and this story tells of Grizzly 399 and her four
cubs' adventures trying to find food in places outside of their natural
forest home.
This book guides visitors and homeowners on managing their waste
or food items to ensure bears do not get into trouble
This book features impressive photographs from nature photographer
Thomas Mangelsen and creative illustrations from Morgan Spicer.

Lexile Score: Coming Soon
Word Count: Coming Soon

Environmental Heroes Series

Lili the Brave Bee’s
Flight for a New Home

Lili the Brave Bee’s Flight for a New Home
ISBN:
9781955023733 PB, 9781955023726HB
44 full-color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-8
Princess Lili must find a safe place to move her
hive. Along with her pal Mogali and their bat friend,
Bosigo, she faces many dangers on a flight to the
perfect new hive.

Kabelo, A Silly Little Rhino
Environmental Heroes Series

Kabelo, A Silly Little Rhino
ISBN: 9781955023962-PB, 9781955023993-HB
48 full-color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-8
Kabelo wants to make his mother happy. What better way is there than to
find his long-lost father? He and his friend Mompati the Oxpecker set out on
a search that leads to adventure—and a few scary moments for poor
Mompati! Travel along with the near-sighted Kabelo as he mistakes some
intriguing animals for his "daddy.“
This book was created to help support Saving the Survivors and The Rhino
Orphanage.
Lexile Score: 520
Word Count: 1353

A “Tail” of Three Lions
Environmental Heroes Series

A “Tail” of Three Lions
ISBN: 9781939871961-PB, 9781939871947-HB
52 full-color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-8
Tau, a brave young lion cub, lives on the African savanna with his mother
and two brothers. When his brothers are taken by poachers, Tau fears for
their lives. Though his mother tells him to simply "hope for the best," Tau is
resolved to rescue his siblings. He strikes out to do just that, in time
learning a great deal about his lion world while discovering a lot more than
he bargained for!
This book was created to help support Blood Lions. Visit bloodlions.org for
more information.
Lexile Score: 620
Word Count: 1966

Environmental Heroes Series

Little Moyo

Little Moyo
ISBN: 9781939871916-PB, 9781939871923-HB
44 full-color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
"Poachers!" little Moyo's mother shouts. "They are here to hurt us—you
must run!" Moyo, the little rhino, and his friend Howard, the warthog, take
off running—but not before Moyo is badly injured. Some interesting old
friends of his mother's show up to help as Moyo starts out on a memorable
and perilous journey…
The humans who help him are Saving the Survivors, led by Dr. Johan
Marais. Proceeds from this book will enable Dr. Johan and his team to help
other animals in need after being injured.
https://www.savingthesurvivors.org/
"Little Moyo" is a wonderful and inspiring story. Nominated for a Hoffer
award. - Claudie 14
Lexile Score: 580
Word Count: 1475

Environmental Heroes Series

Learning About Elephants

Learning About Elephants with Molelo and Friends
ISBN: 9781939871879-PB, 9781939871862-HB
40 full color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
Learning about Elephants will introduce you to EleFacts, a fun way to learn
many things about elephants from people that actually take care of
elephants every day.
How do elephants eat? What are their bodies like? How do they talk with
each other? How can we help the elephants?
Learning About Elephants was created with Elephants Without Borders to
introduce children to elephants with interesting facts, fun illustrations, and
detailed photographs to explain the special place elephants have in our
world.
Lexile Score: 940
Word Count: 2930

Environmental Heroes Series

Princess

Princess - Based on a true story of friendship
ISBN: 9781939871657-PB, 9781939871640-HB
44 full color pages, 11" x 8.5, Ages 5-9
Princess didn't ask to lose her home. Frightened and alone, Princess is
befriended by Gary. He teaches her, along with fellow orphaned
orangutans, how to be an orangutan and use sign language. Join her on
her journey and learn about how you can help orangutans just like Princess!
Princess joins our new series of Baby Animal Environmental Heroes! A
portion of proceeds will go to help the Orang Utan Republik Foundation.
"Princess" is the story of an orangutan and the man who "rescues" her and
teaches her to communicate. This is a wonderful story for children that will
teach both wildlife awareness and empathy. It is a touching story about
friendship and generosity. Surprisingly, for a self-pub, the book is welledited! The writing is vivid, smooth, and sensory. Give the author and their
crew a banana! "Princess" is a gem! - Claudie 14
Lexile Score: 560
Word Count: 1354

Environmental Heroes Series

Molelo the Fire Elephant

Molelo the Fire Elephant
ISBN:

9781939871794-PB, 9781939871787-HB
The Fire Elephant - Setswana translation
9781939871749-PB, 9781939871756-HB
44 full color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
Leo, the baby elephant, lives in the shade of Botswana's acacia trees,
along with his mother and his oxpecker friend Masego. The three are
happy in their African home until tragedy strikes, and Leo finds himself
alone. When human friends rescue the young elephant, he isn't so sure
about them...or his new home. Will Molelo make new friends? Will he ever
like grass better than milk? And will he ever get used to his new name:
Molelo! This book is based on a true story.
Winner of 2018 Tillywig Award - Parents' Favorite Products
Lexile Score: 650
Word Count: 2233

Environmental Heroes Series

Elee and the Shining Star

Elee and the Shining Star
ISBN: 9781939871633-PB, 9781939871602-HB
32 full color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
"Momma, what happens if all the water goes away?" a worried Elee asks
her mother. "You must follow the Big Shining Star," her mother replies. Baby
Elee soon finds she must follow her mother's instructions - on her own until she meets her friend Kubu and some other brave little animals. Follow
them on their journey to the great waterhole. Can Elee be brave as she
leads her friends across the savannah, where menacing hyenas await? Will
the animal babies ever find their mothers, and the life-giving water they so
need?
This is the first story of our new series of Baby Animal Environmental
Heroes! 50% of proceeds will go to help Elephants Without Borders elephantswithoutborders.org
Winner of the 2018 Mom's Choice Awards Silver and Tillywig Best Family
Fun Award.
Lexile Score: 640
Word Count: 1101

Noah Text for Beginning Readers

Some of our favorite books
are being redefined as
Noah Text Editions.
Look for the
Noah Text Edition logo!

Elee and the Shining Star
Elee and the Shining Star – Noah Text Edition
ISBN: 9781955023870-PB, 9781955023894-HB
32 full color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
Noah Text® is a specialized text to improve reading skills and make
reading more fun!
"Momma, what happens if all the water goes away?" a worried Elee
asks her mother. "You must follow the Big Shining Star," her mother
replies. Baby Elee soon finds she must follow her mother's
instructions - on her own - until she meets her friend Kubu and some
other brave little animals. Follow them on their journey to the great
waterhole. Can Elee be brave as she leads her friends across the
savannah, where menacing hyenas await? Will the animal babies
ever find their mothers, and the life-giving water they so need?
Lexile Score: 640
Word Count: 1101

Grizzly 399
Grizzly 399 - The Story of a Remarkable Bear – Noah Text Edition
ISBN:

9781955023924-PB

51 full-color pages, 11" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
Noah Text® is a specialized text to improve reading skills and make
reading more fun!
"In a delightful tale about one of the most famous and remarkable
grizzlies of all time – known as #399 – Sylvia Medina takes you on an
intimate and sometimes harrowing journey of discovery into the life of
a bear. Grizzly 399 reminds us why we need wild animals in our lives
and how they depend on us to adapt to a rapidly changing world. The
grizzly has no better friend than Tom Mangelsen, whose photos grace
these pages. As #399 and her family give us joy, they and other
grizzlies are counting on our respect and compassion to survive."
-Louisa Willcox, Co-Founder of Grizzly Times, and Advocate for the Wild

Lexile Score: Coming Soon
Word Count: Coming Soon

Classic Books
A magic Green Spring enables the
Green Kids – Victor, Maya, and Tiago to
talk and help animals with their habitat
problems. In each story the children
travel to a different country and meet
with a local friend that joins their
adventure.
These full color, illustrated stories also
include a science section, photos, and
facts about the adventure animals.

Classic Redrawn

Sneak Peek

Green Kids Club is in the process
of modifying our Classic books
with new art and
updated storylines!

Classic Redrawn

Jade Elephant

Jade Elephant
ISBN: 9781955023887-PB, 9781939871558- HB
43 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
The Green Kids travel to visit their friend, Anju, in India. Anju takes the
Kids for a tour of the area with her beautiful elephant. They come across
a wild herd upset that Anju’s village is taking their land and blocking their
access to food and water. Can the Kids come to the rescue and save the
village and the mighty elephants?
Jade Elephant was developed with input from Lek Chialert and the Save
Elephant Foundation.
Learning Concept: Understanding the impacts of habitat encroachment
from humans on elephant populations.
Lexile Score: Coming Soon
Word Count: Coming Soon

Classic Redrawn

Gorilla’s Roar

Gorilla’s Roar
ISBN: 9781955023818-PB, 9781955023801 - HB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
Victor and Maya Green are headed to Rwanda, Africa, to meet up
with their friend, Inaya, a fellow Green Kid. Inaya has a surprise for
them, a baby mountain gorilla. Victor and Maya help Inaya
understand that they should be protecting the mountain gorillas, not
taking them from the wild. The mountain gorilla parents are looking
for their baby. Can the Green Kids return the baby gorilla before it is
too late?
Learning Concept: Wild animal captivity issues and poaching impacts
on mountain gorillas
Lexile Score: Coming Soon
Word Count: Coming Soon

classic

The Green Spring

The Green Spring
ISBN:

9781939871251-PB, 9781939871114-HB
Spanish translation 9781939871053-PB
German translation 9781939871442
Green Kids Junior - Reading Level 1 – 978098660279-PB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
How did Victor and Maya become the Green Kids? The animals of the world
realized they needed the help of humans to protect their homes. They
choose Victor and Maya to be the Green Kids and teach others the
importance of protecting and conserving our environment.
Learning Concept: Environmental vocabulary, world animal population
Winner of 2015 Family Choice Award.
Lexile Score: 770, 440-Green Kids Junior
Word Count: 1109, 313-Green Kids Junior

classic

Ice Jams

Ice Jams – Balto Save the Arctic

(hardback title)

ISBN:

9781939871107-PB, 9781939871466-HB
Spanish translation 9781939871190-PB
36 full color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
After Victor and Maya gain their powers to understand animals in their first
adventure, The Green Spring, they travel to the Arctic. There they meet
their friend Iluak, and they decide to go sledding. At first, they try to use a
snowmobile but realize that they should use a dog sled. By riding the dog
sled, the kids create less impact on the environment. As they are on their
adventure, the ice cracks, and the kids begin going out to sea. Can the
Green Kids be saved so they can continue helping the arctic animals?
Learning Concept: Understanding the impacts of global warming on the
animals and the ecosystem of the arctic.
Lexile Score: 600
Word count: 1573

classic

Coral Reef

Coral Reef
ISBN: 9781939871091-PB, 9781939871404-HB
Spanish translation 9781939871039-PB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
In this Green Kids Club adventure, Maya and Victor Green are visiting their
pen pal, Emilio, in the Caribbean. Sea turtles, manta rays, starfish, octopus,
and ocean fish come to understand that the Green Kids are helping the
environment and saving their homes. But, the Green Kids have been swept
out to sea past the safety of the mighty coral reef where many bull sharks
live...what will happen to the Green Kids?
Learning Concept: Learning the importance of coral reef degradation and
impacts on the surrounding marine life and the ecosystem.
Winner of 2017 Book Excellence Award - Environment.
Lexile Score: 760
Word Count: 1371

classic

Desert Mirage

Desert Mirage
ISBN: 9781939871282-PB, 9781939871459-HB
Spanish translation 9781939871176-PB
32 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
The Grand Council has visited Maya in a dream to warn her about the
disappearing water in Arizona. Maya and her brother, Victor, set off to the
desert to recruit another Green Kid - Alo. As the kids ride through the
canyonlands' arroyos, they find themselves in trouble as a rainstorm rolls in.
Can the Green Kids make it out of the flash flood alone, or will someone
come to help?
Learning concepts: Water restriction effects on wild horses.
Winner of 2017 Mom's Choice Awards – Silver
Lexile Score: 800
Word Count: 1837

classic

Chilean Mines

Chilean Mines
ISBN: 978193987148343-PB, 9781939871145-HB
Spanish translation 9781939871183-PB
Christian Version 9781939871411-PB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
Victor and Maya travel to Chile, South America, to visit their friend, Natalia.
The kids explore the mountainside looking for gold, jewels, and a chance to
spot a rare Andean cat. Local legend says seeing an Andean cat can bring
good luck. The kids enter an abandoned mine shaft where they encounter
an Andean Cat who is trapped. As they free the Andean Cat, an earthquake
shakes rocks loose that trap Maya in the mine. Will she get out? Can the
Andean Cat bring luck and help save Maya?
Learning Concept: Children learn about South America and about the
endangered andean cat.
Winner of 2014 Mom's Choice Awards - Children's Picture Books: Silver
and 2014 Green Earth Award - Silver
Lexile Score: 840
Word Count: 1302

Classic

Wolf Howls

Wolf Howls
ISBN: 9781939871077-PB, 9781939871084-HB
Spanish translation 9781939871237-HB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
The Green Kids - Victor, Maya, and their little brother, Tiago, travel to the
Rocky Mountains to enjoy camping with their friend Kaya. Zor, the wolf, has
had his family taken from him by poachers. He has seen a little wolf boy
(Tiago in costume) and decides to take him to be his new son. Can the
Green Kids find their brother and help the wolves save their families and
homes?
Learning Concept: Reintroduction of Wolves to Yellowstone and other areas
in the world.
Lexile Score: 660
Word Count: 1605

classic The Elephant and the King
The Elephant and the King
ISBN:

9781939871268-PB, 9781939871275-HB
Spanish translation 9781939871350-PB
Rebrand with Digital Art 9781939871800
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
The Green Kids, Maya and Victor, go visit their friend Maatla in Botswana,
Africa. While they are there, they encounter poachers trying to take the
tusks of a mother elephant. The kids, a lion, and all the animals swoop in
and help save her from losing her tusks. In this book, the kids, the lion, and
the elephants work with the poachers to change their ways.
Learning Concept: Children learn the importance of protecting the elephant
from poaching.
Winner of 2015 Dr. Toy's Best Green Toy Award, Mom's Choice Silver
Award, and Creative Child Award for Educational Animal Books.
Lexile Score: 820
Word count: 1517

classic

Grizzly Ghost Bear

Grizzly Ghost Bear
ISBN: 9781939871336-PB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
This book is beautifully illustrated about the Green Kids visiting Grizzly
country (specifically Glacier National Park in the United States). In this
story, they meet Machk, who tells them about the Grizzly Ghost Bear,
protector of all the grizzly bears and animals in his valley. In this book, the
children learn the importance of not feeding grizzly bears and safety in bear
country.
At the beginning of our story, there are wonderful words from Jack Hanna
about the importance of teaching people about grizzly bears.
Learning Concept: The book discusses grizzly bears and habituation
issues. Do not feed the animals!
Winner of 2015 Independent Book Publishers Association Award, Dr. Toy's
100 Best Toys, and Dr. Toy's 10 Best Children's Products Award.
Lexile Score: 780
Word Count: 1975

Classic

The Shark and the Volcano

The Shark and the Volcano
ISBN:

9781939871644-PB, 9781939871763-HB
Spanish translation 9781939871497-PB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
In this adventure, the Green Kids are visiting their friend Kailani in the
Hawaiian Islands. The kids are excited about snorkeling in the ocean where
they will see dolphins, turtles, manta rays, crabs, fish of all kinds, and
perhaps a Great White Shark! With dolphins and a baby shark helping, the
children bring the wrath of the volcano to convince some men not to take
the fins of a great white shark!
Learning Concept: Issues related to shark finning.
Lexile Score: 670
Word Count: 1507

Classic

The African Bush Fire
and the Elephant

The African Bush Fire and the Elephant
ISBN: 9781939871480-PB
Setswana translation 9781939871541-PB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
The Green Kids tackle the problems of bush fires in Africa, poachers, and
learning to be safe in this environment. Victor and Maya travel to Botswana
to meet Maatla and do some photo safari time - hopefully to see elephants.
Instead, they encounter a large bush fire started by poachers! Along with
the animals of the land and men of the village, the children help to make a
difference.
This book is co-authored by Kelly Landen, Program Manager of Elephants
Without Borders, who works closely with the Botswana Department of
Forestry and Range Resources. A portion of proceeds will go to Elephants
Without Borders or a non-profit group of your choice committed to helping
animals or teaching children the importance of environmental stewardship!
Winner Dr. Toy's - 10 Best Socially Responsible Toys
Lexile Score: 890
Word Count: 1521

classic

The Monk Seal and
the Magical Mermaid

The Monk Seal and the Magical Mermaid
ISBN: 9781939871435-PB, 9781939871770-HB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
A Magic Spring enables the Green Kids - Victor, Maya, and Tiago - to talk to
and help animals with their habitat problems. In this story, the Green Kids
are visiting their friend, Moshe, in Israel. Victor and Moshe are preparing for
a fishing trip on the Mediterranean Sea. Maya thinks she sees a mermaid,
while Tiago gets caught up in some fishing line as he tries to help a monk
seal pup. What did Maya see in the ocean? Can Tiago free himself and the
monk seal?
Learning Concept: Keeping the ocean clean and respecting life.
Winner of a 2019 Family Choice Award
Lexile Score: 810
Word Count: 1825

Classic The Belize Trash Monster
The Belize Trash Monster
ISBN: 9781939871985-PB, 9781939871978-HB
36 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
The Belize Trash Monster takes us to the beautiful beaches and wildlife in
Belize. The story shows some of the effects of tourism and pollution on
oceans. The Green Kids, Maya, Victor, and Tiago, help a seaside
community to become a better steward of their beautiful backyard by
stopping a Trash Monster from invading scenic Belize.
Learning Concept: Keeping our oceans and beaches clean.
Winner of Creative Child Award - 2020 Preferred Choice Award Environmental Stories - Products
Lexile Score: 570
Word Count: 1087

Classic

Leave Some Forest for the Rest of Us!

Leave Some Forest for the Rest of Us!
ISBN:

9781939871718-PB,

40 full-color pages, 8.5" x 8.5“, Ages 5-9
Three adventurous siblings, tons of homemade tech at their disposal, and
one robotic dog who can actually turn into other animals! Now that's one
wild combination. After Takara, Victor, and Tiago attend school, they race
home and devise and execute a secret plan to save the world. And with an
environmental activist mom and a news reporter dad, you can easily guess
where they get their mission inspiration from. But the Code Green Team
has to keep their eco-efforts undercover so as not to alarm mom and dad,
plus they have their own “unique” way of saving the environment.
The Code Green Team is flying to a new adventure in Sumatra where they
will help an orangutan save her home from “The Chopper” and his
environmental machine of destruction.
Winner of a 2019 Family Choice Award
Lexile Score: 720
Word Count: 1524

Some of Our Reviews
Grizzly 399

“I’ve never witnessed children more excited nor joyful than when they see
399 and her cubs or any grizzly bear for the first time. The experience of
seeing 399 in the wild will change a child’s life forever.”
-Tom Mangelsen, The Cougar Fund and Wildlife Photographer

Molelo the Fire Elephant
"Molelo, the Fire Elephant delights and engages young readers with an
entertaining mix of warmth, humor and meaningful subject matter.”
-Tillywig Toy & Media Awards, Parents' Favorite Products Winner Review

Elee and the Shining Star - Tillywig Award Winner 2018

"Children find this story about a brave baby elephant's trek and the everexpanding group of young animals that join her along the way to be utterly
captivating.“
-Tillywig Award Review

Wolf Howls

Wolf Howls is a sensitive story that makes young children aware that
many wild animals should not be killed, but instead preserved. It is a story
parents will enjoy reading to their children whose attention will be held by
the engaging illustrations in a tale that emphasizes that animals also live
in families that care for each other.
- Ruth Heidrich, Ph.D with Martin Rowe, Vegans in Paradise

Grizzly Ghost Bear

“Grizzly bears are magnificent! Taking care of wild animals like the
Grizzly Bear is a job for all of us. Thank you, Green Kids Club, for doing
your part in keeping bears and other wildlife safe and respected.
-Jack Hanna, Director Emeritus, Columbia Zoo and Aquarium
Host Jack Hanna’s Into the Wild and Jack Hanna’s Wild Countdown

A “Tail” of Three Lions
“This adventure story is a wonderful way to spark a passion for
protecting animals and their habitats. I also love the science section at
the end of the book, with a deeper look at the issues raised in the
story.“
-Leanna, All Done Monkey

The Elephant and the King

"The children's book is a delightful story embracing the splendor and
abundance of Africa's wildlife, sending a pertinent message that wildlife
and people can co-exist and live in harmony, yet also delicately brings
light to a critical issue regarding the plight of wild elephants."
-Kelly Landen with Elephants Without Borders

Represented by…
Kathy Perez

Joy Eagle

Phone: (208) 520-4269
kathygreenkid@gmail.com

Phone: (208) 521-9344
joyfuleagle@aol.com

Green Kids Club™, Inc.
477 Shoup Ave., Suite 103
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

Green Kids Club™, Inc.
477 Shoup Ave., Suite 103
Idaho Falls, ID 83402

www.greenkidsclub.com

www.greenkidsclub.com

How it all began...
Sylvia Medina is passionate about the environment and the
animals that live in this world. As a child, she loved to hike
and enjoy the wilderness and especially loved animals. She
took this passion and dedicated herself to becoming an
Environmental Engineer, where she could make a difference.
Sylvia is also a mother of twins – a boy and a girl (Victor and
Maya) and a younger boy (Tiago). When she had her
children, she realized there was a need to teach children the
importance of environmental stewardship and sustainability
for our world and its animals. Sylvia recognized that children
love animals, colors, other children, and magic. So, she
developed the Green Kids Club, where children can enjoy
environmental adventures and learn the importance of taking
care of our world.

Our Team...
Sylvia M. Medina
Founder & President
Sylvia is the primary author and creative director of the Green Kids
Club. She also founded the Snake River Animal Shelter, East Idaho’s
only non-profit animal sheltering facility, to fill a community need.
Sylvia’s dedication to animals and their well being is clearly
demonstrated in the causes she supports.

Joy Eagle
Illustrator
Joy illustrated the classic
Green Kids Club books and
has been a part of the team
for many years. She
recycles, winterizes her
home to save energy, and
always watches for ways to
improve our environment.

Julie Bottum
Main
Marketer,
Project
Manager
Julie has a true dedication to
animals, as seen in her life-long
association with horses and
dogs. She educates others and
shares the benefits of animal
and human interaction.

Grace Peters
Researcher
Grace's love for animals
started as a toddler,
preferring nonfiction ape and
monkey books to fairytales.
Her passion for animals grew
alongside her blossoming
passion for writing about
animals and conserving the
beautiful species that inhabit
our earth.

Green Kids Club Partners
GREEN KIDS CLUB PARTNERS WITH THE

Enjoy the Wild. Learn from the Wild. Protect the Wild.
This is the simple three-fold mission of the Love the Wild Foundation.
At least 10% of sales from the Green Kids store goes to support
the Love the Wild Foundation or other charities if specified.
Green Kids also supports Love the Wild's mission through donations
of books, the creation of educational materials, and
outreach to various environmental programs.
www.lovethewild.org

